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Stepping up to the plate,
holding the line

“Montana’s policy landscape would look a lot different if it
weren’t for Northern Plains.”

T

his oft-repeated statement rings especially true when
reflecting on the 2021 legislative session as a whole. No
one came into this session expecting things to be easy. We
had to negotiate a pandemic. Our typical member lobby
days and rallies were put on hold. The things we care about
most were threatened. But when the odds are the toughest,
Northern Plains members step up to the plate.
We wrote letters to the editor, activated phone trees, fearlessly
learned new technology platforms, rolled up our sleeves,

and got to work. More often than not, we held the line and
made sure that bad bills never saw the light of day beyond
committee rooms and chamber floors. From bills to politicize
the Legislative Consumer Committee (SB 84) to punitive
attempts to cut public participation in government decisions
(HB 695) and investigate environmental organizations
without cause (amendment to HB 693), our members were
at the ready every time. This scorecard aims to capture the
hours of work and key bills where we made a difference to
protect Montana, just like we do every legislative session. Be
sure to find your Senator and Representative in the scorecard
(pg. 12-14) and see how they voted this year.

C-PACE signed into law!
N

early 20% of energy consumed in this country is
used by commercial buildings. If we want to fight
climate change, energy conservation needs to be part
of the solution. While energy efficiency and renewable
energy upgrades to buildings will conserve energy and
save property owners more money than they cost over the
long term, the upfront costs pose a barrier for many of
Montana’s businesses.
Six years ago, Northern Plains set out to overcome this
barrier by bringing PACE (Property Assessed Capital
Enhancements) to Montana. We knew it would be an
uphill battle to pass this important legislation, but we
also knew that it was necessary to bring about the clean,
affordable, and just energy future that we know is possible.
Northern Plains members in every corner of our state
-- from Glendive to Fort Benton, Billings to Livingston,
Helena to Whitefish -- banded together to pass this law.
It took dozens of strategy meetings, hundreds of oneon-one meetings with stakeholders, lobby days, rallies,
phone calls, and letters to the editor to get this bill to the
Governor’s desk but we’ve done it.
Other organizations thought it impossible to pass such
legislation in a year like this, but not Northern Plains. We
know that when everyday people come together with a
vision for a better future, they can make the impossible
possible.
This is YOUR victory!
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Defending energy democracy
in Montana
P

ower dynamics and horse trading are common qualities of
any legislative session, but none compare to the tactics of
Northwestern Energy, the largest monopoly utility company
in Montana. When it comes to a clean energy transition,
the company is more interested in maintaining “business
as usual” and fixing the game to ensure that Montana’s laws
are favorable to their desired outcomes. Time and time
again, Northwestern Energy declines to invest in pumped
hydropower, decreasing energy demand, or increasing storage
capacity to help solve Montana’s need for dispatchable power.
As the 2021 legislative session showed us, Northwestern put
effort into undermining rooftop solar and bilking customers
for a larger profit margin. This year, we can claim victory by
keeping some terrible ideas at bay.
By way of example, we bring you the tale of three bills: HB
448, HB 359, and SB 379.
HB 448 began as a good solar bill, but fell victim to the
hijacking of NorthWestern Energy’s anti-rooftop solar
interests. The bill was originally intended to increase solar
savings for small businesses, schools, and libraries. Due to
amendments from NorthWestern, HB 448 would have
triggered rate class changes for net-metered solar customers
(although the Public Service Commission determined that a
new rate class was not justified less than two years ago) and
would have drastically increased operation and maintenance
costs for solar owners. Thankfully, this bill was tabled in
Conference Committee.
HB 359 aimed to cut down our state’s renewable energy
industry at the knees by changing the credit that rooftop
solar owners receive when exporting solar generated power
back onto the grid. The bill sponsor heard from well over
1,000 Montanans in a matter of days. Northern Plains
members raised enough hay on this bill that the sponsor,
Rep. Larry Brewster (R - Billings), chose to remove the bill
from consideration entirely!
And finally, SB 379...the worst of them all. SB 379 planned
to put NorthWestern customers on the hook for up to $2
billion of business costs and risks associated with the aging
Colstrip power plant, including operations, maintenance,
repairs, replacement power, closure, and cleanup, according
to the Public Service Commission (PSC).

Northern Plains pulled out all the stops to kill SB 379, including
running newspaper and banner ads to gather petition signatures
and displaying said signatures in the Capitol.

Continued on page 4.
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VOTE TO PASS HB 448 OUT OF
SENATE ENERGY COMMITTEE
HB 448 - Increase solar costs in Montana
Desired vote					Sen. Duane Ankney - R, Colstrip			

+

Sen. Mike Cuffe - R, Eureka			

+

Sen. Terry Gauthier - R, Helena			

+

Sen. Doug Kary - R, Billings			

+

Sen. Ryan Lynch - D, Butte			

+

Sen. Mary McNally - D, Billings			

-

Sen. Brad Molnar - R, Laurel			

+

Sen. Shane Morigeau - D, Missoula		

-

Sen. Christopher Pope - D, Bozeman		

-

Sen. Keith Regier - R, Kalispell			

-

Sen. Jason Small - R, Busby			

+

Sen. Mark Sweeney - D, Philipsburg		

+

Sen. Russ Tempel - R, Chester			

+

N

It would have also prevented the Public Service Commission
from doing its job to protect the public from excessive
costs and bad business decisions. Not only is this an
affront to consumers, but the brazen attempts toward
corporate cronyism harken back to efforts from a similar
2019 bill (that eventually died thanks to our organizing)
and schemes from the days of the Copper Kings.
No matter the tough odds, Northern Plains members were
geared for a fight. And a fight is what we gave ‘em! Letters
to the editor and op-eds flooded the papers. The legislative
switchboard was overwhelmed with calls. To show how far
reaching the opposition to SB 379 truly was, Northern
Plains organized a petition banner display where 2,000
individuals from Plains to Plentywood urged legislators to
protect our pocketbooks. And it worked! Although the bill
passed the Senate, public outcry against SB 379 was so far
reaching that the House Energy, Telecommunications, and
Federal Relations committee tabled the bill on an 11-1 vote.
Northern Plains and our allies had to keep a watchful eye
to the bitter end, as there were some backdoor attempts to
engross pieces of the SB 379 policy into other bills.
Thanks to the creative and agile organizing of the Northern
Plains membership, many of Montana’s energy customers
have a brighter future ahead.

Working to extend and defend
soil health in Montana

orthern Plains and its allies at the Grow Montana
Food Policy Coalition brought SB 180, the “Soil
Task Force bill”, to the 2021 legislative session. We hoped
that the state would respond to growing calls to prioritize
soil health in agriculture. The bill, sponsored by Sen. Pat
Flowers (D-Belgrade) and Sen. Butch Gillespie (R-Ethridge),
would have appointed a 15-member task force charged with
assessing the viability of a healthy soils program for the
state and producing recommendations for such a program’s
purpose and objectives to the 2023 legislature.
Our members turned out in force by testifying at the bill’s
committee hearing, writing letters to local papers, calling
legislators, and presenting the bill to potential allies. SB 180
passed through the Senate Natural Resources Committee but
narrowly failed second reading by the full Senate on a 23-27
vote.

Another major soil-related bill, SB 211 (sponsored by
Sen. Steve Fitzpatrick, R – Great Falls), targeted the state’s
subdivision review process. The bill amended existing statutes
to effectively eliminate consideration of agricultural soils
from the list of criteria counties may use to review subdivision
proposals statewide. Brought by the Montana Association of
Realtors, the bill undermined local efforts to save productive
ag land from development. Northern Plains worked hard
to kill this bad bill by bringing producers to testify before
legislators. Despite the fact that Montana ranks among the
top 5 states in agricultural acres lost, the bill passed out of the
legislature and was signed by the Governor.
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Legislators not COOL on honest labeling,
other ag issues gain ground

N

orthern Plains worked tirelessly this session to pass
Montana Country-of-Origin Labeling (COOL). We
worked with Rep. Frank Smith (D - Poplar) to introduce HB
324 and Sen. Tom Jacobson (D - Great Falls) to introduce
SB 210. If passed, our COOL bills would have Montana’s
retailers put a sign or placard up at their stores detailing the
country-of-origin for beef and pork products. Right now, beef
and pork are not properly labeled with their origin, forcing
Montana’s ranchers to compete with cheaper, imported meat.
At Northern Plains, we believe consumers have the right to
know where their meat comes from and producers have the
right to an honest market.

against the opposition’s lobbyists. Despite our best efforts and
support from ally legislators, both COOL bills were tabled in
their committees.

Our members turned out big time for COOL this session,
even in the year of COVID. We generated over 420 calls and
comments in support, built a coalition of ag organizations,
and amplified the voice of Montana’s ranchers and consumers

Montana’s legislators also passed a critical bill to provide
incentives for low-income individuals to purchase locallygrown fruits and vegetables. Rep. Tom Welch (R – Dillon)
sponsored HB 235 with critical support from Sen. Daniel
Salomon (R - Ronan) who blasted the bill to the Senate floor
and got it over the finish line. This bill provides Supplemental
Nutritional Assistance Program (SNAP) recipients a dollarfor-dollar match on purchases of local fruits and vegetables at
participating grocery stores, food hubs, farmers markets, and
community supported agriculture sites. Sadly, the Governor
vetoed HB 235 on May 14th.

COMMITTEE VOTES TO TABLE
HOUSE COOL
Desired vote					Rep. Fred Anderson - R, Great Falls		
+
Rep. Becky Beard - R, Elliston			
+
Rep. Michele Binkley - R, Hamilton		+
Rep. Willis Curdy - D, Missoula			

-

Rep. Julie Dooling - R, Helena			
Rep. Moffie Funk - D, Helena			

+
-

Rep. Josh Kassmier - R, Fort Benton		

+

Rep. Casey Knudsen - R, Malta

		+

We did see some big wins for Montana’s farmers, ranchers,
and consumers this session. One big theme of the session
was the bipartisan recognition of a need for broader markets
for Montana’s ranchers. HB 336 (Rep. Brandon Ler, R –
Sidney) establishes Montana’s interstate cooperative meat
shipment program, and with federal approval, enables
Montana’s ranchers to sell their state-inspected meat to other
participating states.

COMMITTEE VOTES TO TABLE
SENATE COOL
Desired vote					Sen. Kenneth Bogner - R, Miles City		
Sen. Ellie Boldman - D, Missoula			
Sen. Janet Ellis - D, Helena			

-

Sen. Bruce (Butch) Gillespie - R, Ethridge		

+

Sen. Brian Hoven - R, Great Falls			
Sen. Mike Lang - R, Malta				

+
+

Sen. Shannon O’Brien - D, Missoula		

-

Sen. Ryan Osmundson - R, Buffalo		

+

-

Sen. Walt Sales - R, Manhattan			

+

Rep. Kenneth Walsh - R, Twin Bridges		

+

Sen. Dan Salomon - R, Ronan			

+

Rep. Rynalea Whiteman Pena - D, Lame Deer

-

Sen. Susan Webber - D, Browning			

-

Rep. Brandon Ler - R, Savage			

+

Rep. Marty Malone - R, Pray			

Rep. Frank Smith - D, Poplar			

+
+
+
-

Rep. Katie Sullivan - D, Missoula

Rep. Ron Marshall - R, Hamilton			
Rep. Wendy McKamey - R, Ulm			
Rep. Andrea Olsen - D, Missoula			
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Finding compromises where we can

S

B 328, introduced by Sen. Duane Ankney (R—Colstrip),
would have tossed out Montana’s strong reclamation
standards, particularly for water, and made it easier for coal
companies to take their money and run without fully cleaning
up their mess.
The odds of fighting this bill felt slim. However, in the House
Natural Resources Committee hearing, members ranching near
coal development delivered powerful testimony that raised
concerns among legislators on both sides of the aisle. Northern
Plains members seized the opportunity. After countless calls,
texts, and emails to committee members who planned to vote
for the bill as-is, serious progress emerged. Legislators were open
to amendments that would help protect water quality, provide
replacement provisions when necessary, and strengthen some of
the state’s discretion to retain bond money.

“

Most ranchers did not choose for these
coal mines to be on our private land,
and ranchers and our communities
deserve the reclamation we were
promised.
- Steve Charter, Northern Plains member and
Bull Mountain Rancher, on SB 328

T

COMMITTEE VOTES TO AMEND SB 328
Desired vote					+
Rep. Willis Curdy - D, Missoula			
+
Rep. Robert Farris-Olsen - D, Helena		
+
Rep. Paul Fielder - R, Thompson Falls		
Rep. Ross Fitzgerald - R, Fairfield			
+
Rep. Tom France - D, Missoula			
+
Rep. Steven Galloway - R, Great Falls		
Rep. Steve Gist - R, Cascade			
+
Rep. Steve Gunderson - R, Libby			
Rep. Rhonda Knudsen - R, Culbertson		
Rep. Marty Malone - R, Pray			
Rep. Marilyn Marler - D, Missoula			
+
Rep. Mark Noland - R, Bigfork			
Rep. Brian Putnam - R, Kalispell			
+
Rep. Kenneth Walsh - R, Twin Bridges		
Rep. Marvin Weatherwax - D, Browning		
+
With the help of Representatives Willis Curdy (D—Missoula),
Tom France (D—Missoula), and Steve Gist (R—Cascade),
amendments were finalized and passed with a close vote of
8-7. The bill as amended was signed into law on April 30.
While SB 328 still weakens state discretion and will allow for
piecemeal reclamation, improving this bill with protections
for coal-impacted landowners and communities was a major
success.

Democracy under attack

his session surfaced a consistent and dangerous agenda by many legislators. Time and time again, we saw legislation that
sought to silence, intimidate, or disempower Montanans from having a say in the decisions that affect their lives.

The foundation of any democratic society is the right to vote. When given the opportunity, a majority of Representatives
voted against improving voting rights and voting access for Montana’s indigenous communities. The House voted down HB
613, the Montana Native American Voting Rights Act, back in March. On the flip side, when legislators could make voting
harder for working Montanans, a majority said “Yes!” HB 176, which now bans same-day voter registration, was passed and
signed into law by Governor Gianforte on April 19.
Citizen-Initiated Zoning (CIZ) gives local landowners the opportunity to guide future development in their communities.
Two bills took different tacks in undermining these citizen rights, but the intent was the same. HB 527 and HB 498 sought
to protect oil and gas corporations by prohibiting Montanans from using CIZs to restrict oil and gas development in their
communities. Both bills were signed into law.
Continued on page 7.
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The Bill of Rights begins with the First Amendment for a reason. All of our Constitutionally-granted freedoms are
underpinned by the right to free speech and free assembly. Tragically, a majority of Montana legislators voted in favor of HB
481, a bill allowing the state to impose steep fines, harsh criminal penalties, and excessive jail sentences for peaceful protesting
if the state designates innocent people or organizations “guilty by association” for the trespassing or vandalism of “critical
energy infrastructure” by others. This bill seeks to threaten and intimidate everyday people – indigenous communities in
particular – from protesting against pipelines or other energy projects that threaten their resources. This bill was signed into
law by Governor Gianforte on May 14.
Nonprofits are under attack for their views.
Duane Ankney (R – Colstrip) sought to insert a
bill amendment tasking the Attorney General to
investigate “environmental organizations operating
in Montana” and demand they hand over their
membership lists (despite zero assertions of
wrongdoing). The amendment was removed and the
revised bill passed out of Conference Committee.
However, another naked attempt to intimidate
and harass nonprofits succeeded with SB 278.
This bill would have allowed the government to
demand donor lists and targeted tax dollars for any
nonprofit with the audacity to challenge state or
federal rules or decisions. Thankfully, the Governor
vetoed SB 278 on May 15.

HB 481 threatens our constitutional right to publicly protest against
dangerous projects like the Keystone XL Pipeline.

T

While we are disturbed by all of these efforts to
silence Montanans and weaken our democracy,
we are not intimidated. If anything, we know
that Northern Plains members will double their
resolve to defend our democratic ideals of fairness,
inclusion, and justice.

Standing in solidarity

his session, Northern Plains made it a priority to weigh in on a series of bills that impacted Montana’s indigenous
communities. We chose to stand up on these bills because we’re grateful to partner with tribal members in many aspects
of our work. Authentic partnership means lending our voice to
issues that impact our allies.

“

We know, statistically, that much of the
violence and trafficking on reservations
specifically is committed by non-native
people. In other words, this is our
problem. We all need to play a part
in addressing this crisis and working
towards a solution.
- Joan Kresich, Northern Plains member and
Livingston resident, on HB 98

Highlights (or lowlights) include:
SB 4 and HB 35, 36, and 98, bills to address the crisis of Missing
and Murdered Indigenous People in Montana. Though Native
Americans comprise 6.7% of Montana’s population, they make
up 26% of the state’s active missing persons cases – and we
know, statistically, that much of the violence and trafficking
on reservations is committed by non-native people, especially
when there’s a pipeline or man camp nearby. In other words,
this problem belongs to all of us. HB 36 was tabled, but the
remaining three were signed into law.
Continued on page 7.
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SB 146 and 94 both dealt with the abomination that is Columbus Day, an official holiday where we recognize a man who
enslaved and committed genocide against indigenous people. SB 146 would have removed Columbus Day from the list of
legal holidays in Montana and replaced it with Indigenous People’s Day. SB 94 would have simply added Indigenous People’s
Day alongside Columbus Day. Both bills died in committee.
Lastly, following the lead of our friends at Western Native Voice, we stood in support of HB 613, dubbed the Native American
Voting Rights Act. HB 613 would have increased access to voting on reservations by standardizing some of the requirements
around satellite voting offices and tribal identification cards. HB 613 failed on third reading in the House.
These bills were part of our effort this session to show up as an ally in a more meaningful way – and to acknowledge that
Montana’s Native people were the original inhabitants of this land, living and thriving here well before colonization. To learn
more about any of the bills mentioned or about issues impacting Native communities in Montana, check out Western Native
Voice at westernnativevoice.org!

Water quality protections in question
P

rotecting Montana’s water quality is fundamental to Northern Plains’ mission. Whether the Tongue River, the Stillwater,
the Yellowstone, or the dozens of waterways that crisscross our state, clean water is the lifeblood of Montana. We want
to ensure that Montana’s waterways are passed along, unimpaired, to future generations. That’s why Northern Plains helped
pass strong bonding and reclamation laws for coal country in the 1970s, more recently established Montana’s first radioactive
oil waste disposal rules, and helped defeat the Keystone XL pipeline. Establishing the Good Neighbor Agreement with the
Stillwater Mining Company over twenty years ago is another historic achievement in our efforts to defend water quality. Not
only have we sustained this agreement for over two decades, we recently strengthened the water protections involved, helping
preserve two pristine watersheds in Stillwater and Sweet Grass Counties.
With the passage of SB 358, introduced by Sen.
John Esp (R – Big Timber), much of this work is
threatened. SB 358 removes the numeric standards
for nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorous.
“Numeric standards” are just what they sound like
– numbers. These standards use clear, consistent,
science-based data to measure and limit nutrients
which, in abundance, can impair drinking water,
harm wildlife, create algae blooms, and even cause
“dead zones” in waterways. SB 358 replaces these
science-based standards with more subjective
“narrative nutrient standards” that are poorly
defined and less protective. Our members worked
hard to defeat this bad bill, and even succeeded
in getting it tabled in committee. Unfortunately,
those doing the bidding of corporate polluters were
able to revive the bill. The state will now have to
develop these new “narrative standards,” and we
will continue to fight for water quality protection
during this process and beyond.
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Bill Breakdown
H

ere are the 2021 bills that rose to the top of Northern Plains’
legislative priorities and had votes that we can use for our
scorecard (in other words, they had a vote by either the full House
and/or Senate). The votes are tallied for each legislator on pages
12 - 14.

HB 98 - Keep Montana’s Indigenous communities
safe and extend LINC grant
Rep. Sharon Stewart Peregoy (D-Crow Agency)

Similar to SB 4, HB 98 extends the Montana Missing
Indigenous Persons Task Force until 2023 in order to improve
cooperation and accountability between federal, state, local,
and tribal law enforcement while addressing jurisdictional
barriers. This bill includes a LINC (looping in native
communities) grant, which funds efforts and coordination
by Montana tribes to identify, report, and find missing Native
American persons. The disproportionate threat to indigenous
peoples’ health and safety must be addressed before we can
meaningfully tackle conservation issues.
Northern Plains position: SUPPORT
Vote used in this scorecard: 3rd Reading in the House and
Senate
Status: Signed into law

HB 176 - Diminish Montanans’ democratic right
to vote
Rep. Sharon Greef (R – HD88)

HB 176 makes it harder for Montanans to register to vote,
diminishing our democratic right to have a say in who
represents us and the decisions made that affect our lives.
HB 176 bans voter registration after 12 p.m. the day before
an election and bans same day voter registration. Diminishing
these voting rights disproportionately affects working people,
single parents, and other Montanans whose busy lives and
work schedules bring challenges to accessing polling places
during regular hours. Ensuring citizens have a say in the
policies that affect our land, water, and lives is a fundamental
value of Northern Plains. Any effort to curtail voting rights is
a threat to our core values.
Northern Plains position: OPPOSE
Vote used in this scorecard: 3rd Reading in the House and
Senate
Status: Signed into law

HB 448 - Increase solar costs in Montana
Rep. Josh Kassmier (R – Fort Benton)

HB 448 was an originally good solar bill gone bad due to the
workings of Northwestern Energy and anti-solar interests.
Originally the bill sought to increase solar savings for small
businesses, schools, and libraries. With amendments, HB
448 would have triggered a Public Service Commission rate
change for net-metered solar customers and would have
increased the cost of operations and maintenance for solar
owners.
Northern Plains position: OPPOSE
Vote used in this scorecard: Vote to pass out of Senate
Energy Committee
Status: Dead
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HB 481 - Criminalize free speech and penalize
farmers and ranchers

HB 613 - Montana Native American Voting Rights
Act

HB 481 severely increases penalties for trespassing on or
tampering with energy infrastructure property, but trespassing
and vandalism are already punishable by steep fines and jail
time under Montana law. HB 481’s real impact are the huge
repercussions and unintended consequences for farmers
and ranchers with energy infrastructure on their land. The
bill also threatens to bankrupt organizations deemed “guilty
by association” for acts of vandalism that they did not cause.
This bill intimidates Montanans from exercising their first
amendment rights to peaceful, legal protest with vague
language and harsh reprimands.

HB 613 would have established permanent satellite
election offices on reservations in Montana. Currently, only
three counties in Montana are required to provide voting
services on reservations. Meanwhile, election services in
the remaining counties overlapping with reservations can
change from election cycle to election cycle, which can be
confusing to voters. This bill would have also clarified the
requirements for tribal IDs, so that voters are not turned
away due to differences in formatting between IDs issued
by different tribes. HB 613 would have ensured that tribal
communities could access the right to vote, and would have
eliminated unnecessary barriers to the ballot by putting tried
and true practices like satellite voting offices in place.

Rep. Steve Gunderson (R - Libby)

Northern Plains position: OPPOSE
Vote used in this scorecard: 3rd Reading in the House and
Senate
Status: Signed into law

HB 527 - Make it harder for citizens to have a say
in their community’s zoning laws
Rep. Fiona Nave (R – Columbus)

HB 527 alters the citizen-initiated zoning (CIZ) process so
that CIZs can no longer place restrictions or prohibitions on
oil and gas development. This bill severely curtails meaningful
opportunities for citizen initiated zoning, and reduces citizens’
abilities to affect decisions about issues that impact their
communities.
Northern Plains position: OPPOSE
Vote used in this scorecard: 2nd Reading in the Senate and
3rd Reading in the House
Status: Signed into law

Rep. Sharon Stewart Peregoy (R – Crow Agency)

Northern Plains position: SUPPORT
Vote used in this scorecard: 3rd Reading in the House
Status: Dead

SB 147 - Help small businesses and ag producers
save money on utility bills while creating jobs
Sen. Mary McNally (D-Billings)

SB 147 enables Commercial Property Assessed Capital
Enhancements (C-PACE) programs in Montana. C-PACE is
a financing tool that allows commercial property owners
(including ag businesses) to secure 100% upfront financing
from local banks to make property upgrades to help them
save on their utility bills. The program is voluntary and the
financing is repaid as an assessment on the property’s annual
tax bill. C-PACE helps small businesses and ag producers
save money while creating construction jobs in Montana!
Northern Plains position: SUPPORT
Vote used in this scorecard: 3rd Reading in the House and
Senate
Status: Signed into law
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SB 180 - Create a task force to support healthy
soils in Montana

SB 278 - Hinder nonprofits while intimidating
members and donors

SB 180 would have created a state-appointed task force
to explore how Montana can promote and support farming
and ranching methods that improve the health of our soils,
which will increase yields and profitability on Montana’s
vast agricultural lands. This task force would have taken
the form of a subcommittee housed within the Montana
Environmental Quality Council. Knowledgeable experts
could have coordinated research, shared information, and
provided resources to any producers who voluntarily wanted
to take measures to improve their soil health. SB 180 would
have helped Montana’s farmers and ranchers keep up with
national soil heath trends that generate greater prosperity
for ag operations!

This bill attempted to hinder nonprofits from challenging state
decisions. In its original form, this bill was outside of the
interest of Northern Plains, but later amendments threatened
our mission to protect Montana’s air, land, and water. SB 278
would have forced organizations to remit their membership
lists (which is unconstitutional) and would have declared
expenses as non-charitable expenditures if non-profits
challenged state and federal rules, laws, and decisions. This
bill sought to hamper the ability of nonprofit organizations to
pursue their missions and intimidate members and charitable
donors. It also would have chipped away at our rights to hold
decision makers accountable.

Sen. Pat Flowers (D-Belgrade)

Northern Plains position: SUPPORT
Vote used in this scorecard: 2nd Reading in the Senate
Status: Dead

SB 211 - Disregard agriculture when planning
subdivisions
Sen. Steve Fitzpatrick (R – Great Falls)

SB 211 removes considerations of agricultural soil loss when
reviewing subdivision criteria. Current law provides that
counties may reject a subdivision proposal due to the loss
of agricultural soil, but SB 211 removes the consideration
altogether. Agriculture is vital to the economy and character
of Montana and should not be dismissed in favor of suburban
real estate developers.
Northern Plains position: OPPOSE
Vote used in this scorecard: 3rd Reading in the House and
Senate
Status: Signed into law

Sen. Greg Hertz (R-Polson)

Northern Plains position: OPPOSE
Vote used in this scorecard: 3rd Reading in the House and
Senate
Status: Vetoed by Governor

SB 358 - Threaten Montana’s pristine rivers
Sen. John Esp (R – Big Timber)

SB 358 repeals numeric nutrient standards for Montana’s
rivers. This bill threatens the water quality of the pristine rivers
across Montana and undermines the hard work our members
have put into maintaining the Good Neighbor Agreement for
over 20 years.
Northern Plains position: OPPOSE
Vote used in this scorecard: 2nd Reading in the House and
Senate
Status: Signed into law
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2021 Scorecard
HOUSE
A = Absent
E = Excused
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HOUSE
A = Absent
E = Excused
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SENATE
A = Absent
E = Excused
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The Governor at a Glance
A new governor leading the executive branch meant
there were a number of policy unknowns for clean air,
clean water, and working landscapes. However, as
the session advanced Northern Plains got a clearer
understanding of where Governor Gianforte stands
on our issues. We are glad that increasing localized
food systems in Montana are a shared priority
for Northern Plains and the Governor (HB 336).
However, Governor Gianforte signed a host of antidemocratic, anti-free speech, and water degrading
measures despite our best efforts. We will continue
to hold all decision makers accountable whenever
they undermine our commitment to protect land,
water, and our democratic rights to engage in the
government decisions that impact our lives.

Governor Gianforte’s Scorecard
Establish Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (SB 147)
Extend the Missing Indigenous Persons Task Force and LINC Program (HB 98)
Veto an unconstitutional bill that sought to intimidate non-profits (SB 278)
Intimidate peaceful protest (HB 481)
Increase the allowable threshold for water pollution across Montana (SB 358)
Limit local citizens from choosing their own zoning parameters for natural resource
development (HB 527 and HB 498)
Ban agricultural soil loss considerations from subdivision planning in Montana (SB 211)
Eliminate statewide energy efficiency and alternative energy credits (SB 399)
End same day voter registration (HB 176)
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